Successful installation notes:
• AVOID BUBBLES: Install film to a clean, dust-free screen in a clean environment
• Thoroughly clean the installation area:
  Vacuum and wipe hard surfaces
• Avoid wearing linty clothes
• Apply with the screen off and cool
• If possible, lay the device flat to make installation easier
• A second person may be helpful for films 30” or larger
• Optimum temperature for installation above 60° F (16° C)

D) With a couple of inches of back liner pulled and folded under, align one edge and center film on screen. Allow film to contact screen when correctly positioned.

E) Apply light pressure to top side of film to seal. If you observe an air bubble, it is OK to continue as they can be pushed out later (see step G) as long as the alignment is correct.

F) Slowly pull a small amount of backing at a time and allow the film to lay in place without tension on the film, as that causes bubbles. Allow it to roll into place.

IMPORTANT!
If you have persistent dust or bubbles during installation, that’s OK as long as the alignment is correct. Dust and/or bubbles can be left in place to fix later, if needed. Just be sure to finish installing the film to completely seal it to the screen.

As you near the end, remove the back liner completely and allow the film to slowly lay in place.

G) With the provided squeegee or a credit card, with the included cloth around it, push any air bubbles to the nearest edge. If you observe an air bubble with a dot in the center, this is dust or lint. If your top liner is still in place, you can use a marker to circle the debris location.

To remove a speck, carefully lift the nearest corner and use the enclosed tacky tape. TIP: Debris normally sticks to the silicone. Gift wrapping tape loosely wrapped around one or more fingers (sticky side out) also works well to remove debris specks from the silicone backing and screen surface.

H) Most films have an additional front protective liner (identified with a #2 label), carefully remove and discard this liner.

Apply light pressure around the edges to seal. Clean and maintain with regular screen cleaner.

Congratulations! The installation is now complete!

Please contact us if you have any issues. We are here to help!
For additional information and helpful tips on film application, check the FAQs: http://www.photodon.com/FAQ-Screen-Protectors.html
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